What’s **NEW** in CruiseMatch?

March 2012

**Individual Reservations**

- Add loyalty number lookup on Search page and Guest Details page
- Replace age with date of birth on Guest Details page

**Group Reservations**

- Add to Guest List has been enhanced to make the entry of multiple reservations more intuitive.
- View Guest List has been enhanced to add additional booking information in the list view
- Add loyalty number lookup on Guest Details page and on Add to Guest List page
- Replace age with date of birth on Guest Details page and on Add to Guest List page
- Group Search has been improved to return better alternative results for the search criteria
- Product Details and Dining have been consolidated into a single pop-up display
- Groups Search modifications can now be done on the sailing and category pages
- Group Category Availability now has a previous and next sailing navigation
- Group Category Availability has been modified to follow the same layout as Individual Reservations.
  Intra page scrolling has been removed and the columns grouped in a more logical layout.
- Reallocate and Deallocate Inventory pop-ups have been simplified
- Payment details and schedules have been reorganized to make finding information easier
- Hotels can now be requested directly from group booking without pre-allocating the hotel
- Group Hotels have been streamlined to clarify the hotel/gateway association within the group, reducing possible errors in managing both inventories when pre-allocating
- Group Summary now reflects assigned GAP points
- Group Form Request has been simplified
December 2011

**Individual Reservations**

- Reserve accessible staterooms for physically challenged guests
- Shop for ChoiceAir Rates when booking. Links to ChoiceAir in CruiseMatch will launch our ChoiceAir system prepopulated with booking data from your current search or reservation.
- Now able to view Cross Reference page, even when changes are not allowed
- Price Code page – Back button to return to previous page

**Group Reservations**

- Block accessible inventory for physically challenged guests
- Reserve accessible staterooms for physically challenged guests
- Shop for ChoiceAir Rates when booking. Links to ChoiceAir will launch our ChoiceAir system prepopulated with booking data from your current search or reservation.
- Group Bookings - can now type in a stateroom number if the one desired is not on the list
November 2011

- New CruiseMatch Homepage – a new, easy to read look for our homepage
- Send confirmation from home page – no need to retrieve the booking first
- New Page Header for CruiseMatch with the CruiseMatch logo. Click the logo to return to the CruiseMatch homepage
- Gratuities/Options page with new selection interface

June 2011

**Individual Reservations**

Category Availability pricing in “Shop and Compare” mode no longer requires the price code be selected before selecting the cruise fare. All price points will be selectable in a side by side display.

May 2011

**Individual Reservations**

- Category Availability will now display per person pricing rather than total price per booking.
- New Category Availability action buttons: View Price Codes, Price Quote and Proceed to Staterooms will be introduced.
- Pricing Detail pop-up screens will now include the price code that has been applied, category and stateroom information.
• Payment Screen labels related to Credit Card payment have been altered for clarity.

**Group Reservations**

• New Category Availability action buttons: View Price Codes and Proceed to Staterooms will be introduced.
• Payment Screen labels related to Credit Card payment have been altered for clarity.

**April 2011**

**Individual Reservations**

• Our biggest change this month: The order for entering names has changed – it will now be first name, last name. To make sure you don’t forget we have put in default text to prompt you on our Guest Details page.
• We have also streamlined Guest Details entry by collapsing the gateway information for North American markets. The information may still be viewed by expanding the section.
• The orange countdown clock that tracks the time after holding a cabin has been eliminated. We will still track the time, and when it is almost up, you will get a single prompt asking if you need more time.
• It is now easier to check the previous or next sailing for category availability. Larger, more visible links have been added to the category page.
• We changed the text that advises you a confirmation has been successfully sent.

**Group Booking**

• To keep things consistent, we also changed the order for entering names on a group booking so it will be the same as it is for individual reservations.